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About This Game

Welcome to Spider Lander DX. A loving echo of games from the 80's and familiar to those who loved classics such as Lunar
Rescue and Lunar Lander. Spider Lander has some interesting physics including swinging by a spider thread to your mothership
as part of landing and then more into the familiar thrust and position to find a landing spot. You then have to rescue at least one
of the poor guys stuck on the planet (lots of extra points if you can rescue more than one!) and escape back to the safety of your

spider mothership. Like the classic arcades of old, it will keep on getting harder and you'll hopefully want just-one-more-go.
Enjoy!
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Title: Spider Lander
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Lee Fuller
Publisher:
Lee Fuller
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: I3 Level

Memory: 4 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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The game is super fun and doesnt take long to get into. youll find yourself playing way too much for a simple game because its
borderline addicting. 10\/10. I really liked the old arcade vibe of this game! Super fun game that is great for everybody to play.
Obstacles and difficulty increase at a good rate each level, and its the perfect difficulty level. Very addicting!!
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Rescue Now!:
Spider Lander is available NOW! Hopefully you enjoy it.. Landing Soon:
I'm excited to be able to make Spider Lander available soon!! I hope this will be the first of many games I publish to Steam and
that you will all love playing it as much as I've loved writing it.. New Version!!:
Some modest tweaks based on feedback to make it just a little easier.

When you successfully rescue someone, you'll get a boost of fuel - so you should be able to rescue everyone!! You'll get a bunch
more points for that too.

New release also compiled with the recently released Visual Studio 2019 (if anyone cases about that).
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